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Young Girls per-
form a traditional 
dance in 
celebration of the 
International Day 
of The Girlchild in 
Kibera.
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In Kenya, many women have defied tradition and have 

come out strongly to champion for peace within their 

communities. The late Dekha Ibrahim a Kenyan peace 

builder contributed immensely to peace building and 

conflict management by bringing together people from 

warring clans in Wajir district in the North Eastern 

Province of Kenya. Today, we can count many women 

who have contributed to the stability of our country both 

at local and national level. These include Alice Nderitu, 

Tecla Loroupe, Nuria Abdi among others.

Despite the numerous and candid contributions that 

women have made to peace building, there is no existing 

platform that consolidates the work women have done as 

well as improving synergy and providing cross-sharing 

of knowledge and experience. It is on this basis that the 

AWN editor’s note
Amani Women Network was established.

Founded by three Rotary Peace Fellows, RPFs; who had 

gone through peace academic training and practice at 

different Rotary Peace Centers. The fellowship develops 

leaders who become catalysts for peace and conflict 

prevention and resolution. AWNs goal is to enhance 

the visibility of the work of women peacebuilders and 

women organizations promoting peace. It strengthens 

the capacity of such peace workers and organizations to 

be able to better deliver on their mandates. The network 

also provides a platform for catalysing synergies among 

and between peace workers and peace organizations.

For more info about AWN, 

(how to join, volunteer and partner),

 please check us out on www.amaniwomennetwork.org

In partnership with Polycom Development Project and other partners, AWN held a three day event on Urban Thinkers 

Campus (UTC) between 17th and 19th September 2018. UTC is a UN Habitat model envisaged to advocating for an 

enlightened planning and design, community engagement, good urban governance and management of cities. AWN 

believes that good governance and management of our city will reduce the eruption of conflicts every now and then. 

We also believe that community engagement and especially women are key to achieving good governance hence our 

engagement in this topic. 

The three-day event took place at Koyaro Centre in Ayany Estate in Kibra Constituency, Nairobi County.  The event aimed 

at Engaging women in promoting Safety with the slogan ‘the City We Need is Safe’. AWN believes that in order to attain 

safe cities, women have to be engaged to share on their experiences in the city they live in. AWN members moderated 

some of the sessions and led presentations on this topic.

“The City We Want is Safe”
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AWN celebrated the Annual International Day of Peace on 21st day 

of September. The peace day themed “The Right to Peace - The Universal 

Declaration of Human Rights at 70” was celebrated in Nairobi and Eldoret 

respectively. The theme celebrates the 70th anniversary of the Universal 

Declaration of Human Rights. The Universal Declaration of Human Rights 

is a milestone document in the history of human rights. 

In Nairobi, AWN joined the Nairobi Rotaracts club together with other 

neighbouring Rotaract clubs for an evening of fun on 21st. AWN had 

been invited to share on their experiences in peace building as Rotary 

Peace Fellows and the existing opportunities for young people. AWN used 

this opportunity to encourage young people to join networks that are in 

line with their career for growth and mentorship. They also encouraged 

participants to occasionally check on AWNs social media accounts for 

opportunity postings. 

International Day of Peace Celebrations;
 Nairobi & Eldoret

In Eldoret, AWN partnered with Uasin Gishu Peace Forum (UGPF) among 

other partners to celebrate the day of peace on 22nd September 2018. The 

day started with discussions around the right to peace and what it means to 

various actors.  The discussions touched on the successes/failures of Kenya 

National Action Plan (KNAP) implementation for United Nation Security 

Council Resolution (UNSCR) 1325 among others. After the discussions, 

the participants peacefully marched in the streets of Eldoret highlighting 

the successes and the gaps identified in their morning discussions. 

The peaceful march ended at Mangereza Secondary School where the 

participants shared a meal together as they wided up the day.

AWN joined peace actors around the world by standing 

in solidarity and calling for peace during their general 

election in August 2018. This was after eruption of 

violence where three people died in the capital Harare 

in post-election clashes. There was a claim of election 

rigging which the ruling party (ZANU) denied and said 

the vote was free and fair.

To stand in solidarity with Zimbabwe, AWN mobilized 

women and men around the country to pass good will 

messages to Zimbabwe. They used placards with peace 

messages and social media to pass the messages. After a 

few days, calm returned to the streets of Harare and AWN 

was privileged to have participate in the call for peace in 

Zimbabwe.

Solidarity with Zimbabwe;
 August 2018 
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Interfaith Dialogue on Violent Extremism (iDove) is 

a project of the African Union Citizens and Diaspora 

Directorate (AUC-CIDO) and the Deutsche Gesellschaft 

für Internationale Zusammenarbeit (GIZ) that highlights 

the importance of the soft power of religion in the field 

of preventing violent extremism (PVE) through innovative 

youth-led approaches.

iDove is based on the assumption that violent extremism 

is a global issue. Whether it has political, ideological, or 

religious backgrounds, the problem of youth radicalization 

affects African as well as European societies in the same 

way. Security interventions addressing the problem are 

only effective to a certain extent and come at a high cost 

both financially and in human lives. Thus, PVE requires 

a comprehensive “soft power” approach that focuses on 

the root causes rather than on the symptoms of violent 

extremism. Sports, arts, cultural events and activities 

offer effective tools of dealing with differences within a 

community. Innovative approaches in these areas foster 

mutual understanding and support cooperation between 

different social and religious groups.

AWN was privileged to join the 30 plus young leaders 

drawn from 27 Countries in the 2nd Idove forum in Addis 

Ababa between 3rd and 5th October 2018. The forum that 

was attended by young leaders in PVE, activists, policy 

makers, scholars, creatives and disengaged individuals, 

provided a platform for sharing experiences, ideas and 

knowledge on constructive strategies for PVE

The rich discussions shed light on ungoverned spaces, such 

as border regions and marginalized areas, where youth 

are particularly vulnerable to recruitment by extremist 

groups. The Sahel Sahara Border Region, the Lake 

Chad Basin and the Horn of Africa are prime examples 

of border regions that have experienced marginalization 

and significant neglect due to the absence of effective 

state control, which led to the spread of violent extremist 

networks. Therefore, understanding the interplay between 

political and economic grievances, social exclusion 

and hinterland neglect, and how these feature in youth 

extremism in border regions and marginalized areas was 

the prime objective of the Forum.

IDOVE 3rd – 5th October 2018, 
Addis Ababa, Ethiopia
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ARE YOU A YOUNG KENYAN 
FEMALE PEACE BUILDER?

AWN is looking for you.

visit our website at www.amaniwomennetwork.org 

www.amaniwomennetwork.org

In the last two months, there has been numerous 

killings and suicidal attempts in Kenya. It is believed 

that some of the deaths ware associated to exposure to 

stress. The stress could be from high workloads, family 

problems and the everyday tension of being in a high 

risk environment. What can AWN do to help ease the 

tension? This was the question that brought together 

AWN members and volunteers to deliberate on measures 

to take to promote individual inner peace and trauma 

healing among Kenyans. The deliberations took place at 

Geevanjee Gardens in Nairobi on …. 2018. Among some 

of the suggested actions, of importance was the use of 

skills possessed by some AWN members to reach out to 

communities. Among the members were, physiologists, 

lawyers, mediators, IT and communication experts. All 

these skills are needed for the well-being of an individual 

thus AWN resulted to holding a trauma and healing 

session with women and men around the Country. These 

activities are expected to roll out in November 2018. 

Women Peace Table; 
Geevanjee Gardens,


